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 Industry reluctant to talk about specific incidents

 Public report provides basis for discussion

 CSB makes specific recommendations to our industry

 This review will cover FCC operations and event timelines

 It will not cover site emergency response



 US Chemical Safety and Hazard 
Investigation Board
◦ CSB is an independent US 

Government agency
◦ Investigates and reports on incidents 

with chemical releases, injuries, 
fatalities or major property damage

 Final report published
23 December 2022

https://www.csb.gov/assets/1/6/Husky_Superior_Refinery_Report_2022-12-23_(1).pdf



 Murphy Oil
◦ 1958 to 2011

 Calumet Specialty Products, LLP
◦ 2011 to Nov 2017

 Husky Superior Refining Co.
◦ Nov 2017 to March 2021

 Cenovus acquires Husky
◦ March 2021
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 UOP Stacked FCC, operating 
since 1960
◦ Major Revamp by UOP in 1994

 Incident on April 26, 2018
 Explosion in Primary and Sponge 

(Secondary) Absorbers
 Vessel fragments cause hole in 

nearby Asphalt tank
 Asphalt leak over dyke causing fire
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 11 OSHA Recordables
 0 Fatalities
 $550,000,000 on-site damage
 $110,000 off-site damage
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Unit shutting down 
for Turnaround



POUT = 22 psi

ΔP = +3 psi

ΔP = 6 psi
PIN =28 psig

P = 22 psig

P = 19 psig

Conditions just 
before feed out



Feed Out @ 05:40

Operators regain stable 
MCOH Pressure control

MC OH Rec 
Pressure Spikes

MAB shutdown
Aux Air Blower Still Running

Husky Procedure: 
Always keep the regen 
pressure a couple of 

pounds higher than Rx

Husky Procedure: 
Always keep the regen 
pressure a couple of 

pounds higher than Rx

Reactor 19

MC OH 13

Regen 22



2-3 psig target

One WGC in operation 
after feed out

Husky Procedure: 
Keep MCOH 1 psi lower 

than Regenerator

Husky Procedure: 
Keep MCOH 1 psi lower 

than Regenerator

Valve closes 
after feed out

175 psig

Butterfly valve closed 
during shutdown



09:01 ‐ 09:58
Oxygen builds up in PA & SA

07:38 ‐ 09:01
Sponge Gas PCV Open

05:00 12:00
06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00

3 WGC Running

07:55 ‐ 08:30
Boilers in other areas report high FG O2

06:49 ‐ 07:06
Sponge Gas PCV Open

One WGC Running

12:00
Asphalt Spill Ignites

Asphalt Leak

09:58
Primary and Sponge Absorbers Explode

10:00
Last WGC Shutdown

Cat Section

Gas Con

Per procedure. “No need for 
steam to prevent cat plugging”
Per procedure. “No need for 
steam to prevent cat plugging”

Rx level sometimes reads higher. Operator assumes 
there’s level and instrument is faulty.
Rx level sometimes reads higher. Operator assumes 
there’s level and instrument is faulty.

Operators try to close 
Spent on HW to maintain 

cat level.

Operators try to close 
Spent on HW to maintain 

cat level.

Operators waiting for 
Regen to cool, in order to 

shutdown Aux Blower.

Operators waiting for 
Regen to cool, in order to 

shutdown Aux Blower.

MC Ovhd Rec 
pressure goes down 

below 5 psig

MC Ovhd Rec 
pressure goes down 

below 5 psig

Normally 3%, now 6%Normally 3%, now 6% WGC planned to operate 
until just before Rx 

Vaporline Blind installed

WGC planned to operate 
until just before Rx 

Vaporline Blind installed



Husky Procedure: 
Always keep the regen 
pressure a couple of 

pounds higher than Rx

Husky Procedure: 
Always keep the regen 
pressure a couple of 

pounds higher than Rx



Husky Procedure: 
Always keep the regen 
pressure a couple of 

pounds higher than Rx

Husky Procedure: 
Always keep the regen 
pressure a couple of 

pounds higher than Rx





 Refinery operators followed their written procedures
 Procedures deviated from UOP (and FCC industry) procedures
 Refinery operators not aware of the Reactor Steam Barrier 

concept
◦ Thought riser steam during shutdown was for “blasting the riser out” and 

“at some point you can cut back….I’m not exactly sure why you just keep 
having steam going in”



 Refinery operators followed their written procedures
 Procedures deviated from UOP (and FCC industry) procedures
 Refinery operators not aware of the Reactor Steam Barrier 

concept
◦ Thought riser steam during shutdown was for “blasting the riser out” and 

“at some point you can cut back….I’m not exactly sure why you just keep 
having steam going in”
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 Air from Regenerator flowed continuously through Spent and 
Regen SV’s for 4 hours

 Refinery had ability to use fuel gas purge to dilute air in frac
◦ Written procedures did not mention this safeguard

 With no hydrocarbons to dilute air, O2 accumulated in Gas Con
◦ To minimize flaring, WGC planned to remain operating until just before Rx 

Vapor Blind installation
 Pyrophoric materials on walls of Primary and Sponge Absorber
◦ O2 likely reacted with pyrophoric deposits generating heat and providing 

ignition source
 Flammable mixture in Primary and Sponge Absorber ignited, 

causing the explosion



 2010 EPA Consent Decree with Murphy Oil

 EPA 2015 Refinery Sector Rule (finalized in 2020)
◦ Requires equipment depressure to controlled system

Murphy shall at all times and to the extent practicable, including 
during periods of Startup, Shutdown, and/or Malfunction, 
implement good air pollution control practices to minimize 
emissions from its Flaring Devices as required by 40 C.F.R. §
60.11(d) [74, p. 36]. 

Murphy shall at all times and to the extent practicable, including 
during periods of Startup, Shutdown, and/or Malfunction, 
implement good air pollution control practices to minimize 
emissions from its Flaring Devices as required by 40 C.F.R. §
60.11(d) [74, p. 36]. 



 2018 TA first time Superior would vent to flare instead of atm
◦ Due to EPA Refinery Sector Rule

 Lead to Superior practice of running WGC until last minute
◦ Units with centrifugal compressors and modern anti-surge controls can 

also run with little to no net forward flow.
◦ Older centrifugal WGC’s with minimal controls make this difficult

 In previous shutdowns
◦ possible some oxygen entered the MC
◦ vented to atmosphere or flare instead of through WGC



 Preliminary CSB report initially blamed explosion on leaking slide 
valves
◦ We now know this was not the primary cause

 Refinery personnel understood that closing the slide valves 
formed a catalyst “seal” or a “solid plug” that prevented air from 
flowing from the regenerator to reactor
◦ Shutdown procedures stated “You may have to have some catalyst in the 

reactor stripper to hold a seal across the spent slide valve.”
 Husky’s slide valve standard described the slide valves as: 

“designed for complete shut-off of flow”



13 psi

4 psi
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 Primary Absorber
◦ A-212 Grade B (per UOP spec)

 Sponge Absorber
◦ A-201 Grade B (UOP spec’d 

Grade A)
 Failure was “brittle fracture”
◦ Many fragments

 Since 1967, ASTM 
recommends A-516/A-515
◦ More ductile



 If modern, more ductile metallurgy (A-516) used:
◦ Explosion would cause fish mouth rupture (like a zipper)
◦ Less fragmentation and fewer dangerous projectiles
◦ Asphalt leak almost certainly would not have occurred

 Rebuild is using A-516 steel



 50 Specific 
Findings
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2. While Husky Superior Refinery’s FCC unit was shutting down, the regenerator 
continued operating at a higher pressure than both the reactor and the main 
column. As a result, some air continually flowed from the regenerator, through 
the reactor, and into the main column for approximately four hours.

4. Husky Superior Refinery’s FCC unit shutdown procedure contradicted UOP’s 
technical guidance by instructing refinery personnel to operate the regenerator 
at a higher pressure than both the reactor and the main column. Following this 
procedure directed air into the hydrocarbon-filled main column and 
downstream equipment, creating an explosive atmosphere within the 
equipment. Had Husky Superior Refinery aligned its shutdown procedure with 
UOP’s guidelines or industry good practice, the procedure would have properly 
instructed operations personnel to keep the air and hydrocarbon systems 
separate using a reactor steam barrier, which could have prevented the incident.



15. Husky Superior Refinery’s spent catalyst slide valve was 
eroded and damaged such that it could no longer maintain a 
catalyst level in the reactor. In addition, the severely eroded 
slide valve allowed more air to pass through from the 
regenerator into the reactor than it would if it were in good 
condition….

13. Husky Superior Refinery’s slide valve standard did not 
properly describe the flow isolation capability of slide valves, 
indicating the refinery’s incomplete knowledge and 
contributing to the lack of recognition by most Husky Superior 
Refinery employees associated with the FCC unit that catalyst 
slide valves were not an adequate safeguard for preventing a 
catastrophic explosion.

16. FCC practitioners should eliminate or otherwise dispel the 
misleading term “catalyst seal” from future safety 
discussions….



29. While changing its FCC unit shutdown procedure for the 2018 
turnaround, Husky Superior Refinery did not recognize that 
eliminating the use of atmospheric vents made it more likely 
for oxygen to accumulate in the main column and increase the 
potential for an explosion. Because the refinery’s staff did not 
have process knowledge of oxygen accumulation risk in the 
FCC unit during transient operation, they may not have 
identified the risk even had they completed a management of 
change or risk assessment on their procedure changes.



 Establish specific safeguards
◦ Rx Steam Barrier
◦ Gas dilution to prevent O2 accum
◦ Monitor MC O2 levels during S/U 

and S/D
◦ Document consequences of 

deviation
◦ Train operators on above

 Determine when to shutdown 
all WGC’s

 Create slide valve mech 
integrity program

 Emergency procedures for 
loss of slide valve function

 Guidelines for transient 
operations

 Training incorporating licensor 
guidance



 To API
◦ Develop publicly available tech 

publication for safe operation of 
new and existing FCC units
◦ Modify API RP553 (Refinery 

Valves..) or create new RP for 
FCC slide valves.
◦ Incorporate lessons learned in 

API RP 2023 (Guide for Safe 
Storage…of Heated…Asphalt..) 
or RP 2021 (Management of Atm 
Tank Fires)

 To EPA
◦ Develop program to prioritize 

inspections for FCC units in 
refineries with HF Alky’s

 To OSHA
◦ Develop guidance for performing 

PHA’s to address transient ops
 To UOP
◦ Participate in the API committee
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1. Transient operations perhaps need dedicated 
DCS screens and state-based alarms

2. Operators should understand how O2 can 
accumulate

3. Refiners should understand how to vent & 
purge to flare during S/U and S/D

4. Most PHA’s don’t cover transient operations & 
should

5. SME should review op procedures periodically
6. Participate in process safety knowledge with 

peers & industry organizations
7. Operator training should be hands-on for rare 

critical tasks like T/A’s
8. Slide Valves are not gas tight and should not be 

an IPL

9. During transient ops, Rx should be high 
pressure point

10. Facilities should address timing of WGC 
shutdown to prevent air in Gas Con

11. Technology licensors should seek to 
continually improve inherent safety of 
equipment.

12. Fitness for service does not take into account 
extreme events. Mat’ls should remain ductile 
in all op modes

13. Tank containment should consider head 
pressure if leaks can be above dike.

14. High flash pt mat’l stored above flash point 
should ensure SDS includes flammability info



SIS 
Safety 

Life 
Cycle



 ANSI Class IV Shutoff
 Meets all licensor mechanical specs
 Can be an independent protection 

layer
 Provides inherent safety improvement 

CSB suggests






